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Torana no. 5 2003
Vanitas is a genre of still-life painting that includes

During the late 1960s, Holden began appropriating

symbolic objects designed to remind the viewer of their

Aboriginal words for the names of its models. Torana comes

mortality and of the fleeting nature of worldly goods and

from an Indigenous word meaning ‘to fly’. Exhibition curator

pleasures. Traditional vanitas symbols include skulls,

Lisa Slade writes: ‘The irony of aboriginalising a car that

hourglasses, wine, food and books.

exemplified white working‑class culture was not lost on
Quilty, for whom the colonisation of Aboriginal culture has
become a recurring subject.’2 What other references to the

Quilty’s series of works focusing on his Holden LJ Torana

‘colonisation of Aboriginal culture’ can you find in Quilty’s

have been described as contemporary vanitas symbols.

work? Consider, for example, Quilty’s use of the ‘budgie’ in

In groups, discuss what other objects would be regarded

Albert 2004.

as vanitas symbols today.
For Quilty, the car represented the last remaining site of

Quilty’s Torana also serves as a self-portrait of the artist.

initiation rituals for boys in Australia: ‘[For] us initiation was

Can paintings of objects also be portraits? Consider the still

performed inside a car . . . we became valued members

lifes and interiors by Margaret Olley on display in ‘Margaret

of a society and as the motor screamed, the dizziness of

Olley: A Generous Life’ in GOMA’s Fairfax Gallery (1.1).

expectation awakened the adult in us.’1

Olley believed that a painting of an interior, for example,
resulted in a portrait of the person who lived there.

What do you think? Does the idea of a ‘rite of passage’
still exist in contemporary Australian society?

1

Joe Burger 2006
Joe Burger 2006 is a work that defies categorisation.
The painting is both a baby and a burger, a still life and a
portrait, and blurs the line between abstract and figurative.
In the genre of still life, food can be used to symbolise
wealth, status, power, luxury, idleness and pleasure.
Read Joe Burger 2006 as a still life and discuss with a friend
the symbolic value of food, particularly within contemporary
society.
Now consider the painting as a portrait. What is Quilty trying
to tell us about his infant son Joe?

Inhabit 2010
In the centre of Inhabit 2010 stands an ornate bird cage.

The common myna is a native bird of Asia that was first

Look for bird skulls and blackberry branches that have

introduced to Australia in the mid to late 1800s to control

been cast into the steel and bronze frame. Sketch or

insects. Mynas (sometimes referred to as ‘flying rats’ or

photograph these.

‘cane toads of the sky’) are now widely regarded invasive
pests that pose a severe threat to local ecosystems.

What is the significance of these symbols appearing as part
of the cage? What connections does Quilty want us to draw

The blackberry bramble is native to Europe but was

between mynas, blackberries and the portraits of Captain

first introduced to Australia in the mid 1800s. It is now

Cook? How does Quilty position himself as part of this

considered an invasive species and serious weed due to its

relationship?

dense prickly growth that outcompetes other plants.
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